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Across the world trust in political institutions is in decline. This matters. Trust is the basis of institutional support. It is the glue between government and citizen that facilitates collective action for mutual benefit. Without trust we don’t have the ability to address complex, long-term challenges or build integrated and cohesive communities.

Trust is also closely tied to satisfaction; it is an indicator of the health of democracy. The Museum of Australian Democracy (MoAD)’s recent research, Trust and Democracy in Australia, shows that satisfaction in our democratic practice has more than halved over the past decade and trust in key political institutions and leaders recently reached its lowest level since measurement began. In response to this, MoAD, together with the Institute for Governance and Policy Analysis at the University of Canberra (UC-IGPA), established the initiative Democracy 2025 – bridging the trust divide. Its purpose is to ignite a national conversation on how we can bridge the trust divide, strengthen democratic practice, and restore the confidence of Australians in the performance of their political institutions.

Achieving these goals require us to understand why trust has declined, and what will need to be done to rebuild it. Democracy 2025 audits the qualities of Australian democracy, investigates and experiments with new and old ways of doing democracy and facilitates conversations on how to improve our democratic practices and be the best democracy that we can be.

MoAD holds a unique position on the frontline of democracy, civic agency and change. We are a museum not just of objects but of ideas. We seek to empower Australians through exhibitions, schools’ learning programs and events that both stimulate and inspire. Trusted by the public, government, public service and business alike, we are uniquely able to advance national conversations about democracy, past, present and future.

Australia’s independent public service has an important voice in this debate and potentially a central role in bridging the trust divide. This report examines the problem of declining public trust from the perspective of a representative sample of federal public servants brought together to deliberate on the role they could play in the renewal of Australia’s democratic practice.

Find out more at: www.democracy2025.gov.au.

Daryl Karp AM
Director, MoAD

Professor Mark Evans
Director, Democracy 2025
The APS has a fundamental role to play in helping to bridge the trust divide between government and citizen and reverse recent trends. As David Thodey, the Chair of the Independent Review of the Australian Public Service has highlighted “Trust is a foundation stone for good [APS] work”. With this aim in mind a deliberative jury was established by Democracy 2025 with the support of members of the Secretaries Board to scope the nature of the problem and examine what the APS and its key partners in Australian governance could do to address the divide.

The thoughts of the deliberative jury focused on the questions – what would a trusted public service look like and how can the APS create it? The findings demonstrate, in line with the forthcoming Thodey recommendations, that it is time for the APS to renew itself to strengthen its capacity to better support the needs and aspirations of Australian communities. A range of potential avenues for strengthening the work of the APS are presented for further exploration.

Many thanks to Democracy 2025 at the Museum of Australian Democracy, and its partners Mosaiclab and the Public Policy and Societal Impact Hub at the Australian National University for designing such a thought provoking conversation and demonstrating the power of deliberation. But above all, thank you to the members of deliberative jury and their agency sponsors for helping write the next chapter in the remarkable history of the APS.

Dr Heather Smith PSM
Secretary, Department of Industry, Innovation and Science

---

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the findings from an Australian Public Service (APS) deliberative jury which was convened between the 13th and 14th February at Old Parliament House. In this first of what we hope will be a series of Chatham House deliberations we focused on the questions – what key elements of democratic trust are broken and what needs to change to create a trusted APS?

Nine recommendations for bridging the trust divide have been tabled for consideration by the Secretaries Board stimulated by the desire of jury members to serve the Australian community and support the needs and aspirations of Australian communities. These are:

1. To maintain the central role of the APS in the Westminster advisory system the capability of the advisory system needs to be enhanced through the adoption of the best innovation and evidence-based practices.

2. To ensure that programs and services are fit for purpose citizen-centred design should be a first principle of policy and service development.

3. To ensure that programs and services meet the needs and aspirations of the citizenry, the APS should embed a culture of authentic, early, regular and open citizen engagement to drive policy development.

4. To counteract truth decay and communicate effectively with the citizenry, the APS needs to engage in public debate to justify actions, explain policy and present evidence in an honest and reliable way.

5. To benefit from the diversity of knowledge and experience in different sectors APS staff should be mandated to rotations in other sectors and jurisdictions.

6. To improve civic and whole of government understanding of public policy decision-making provide a public right to know guarantee through an open government information framework (subject to normal exemptions).

7. To build strong and effective working relationships between ministers, political advisers, and the APS develop collaborative learning and development opportunities and appoint senior departmental officers to adviser positions in Ministerial offices.

8. To ensure a sustainable future build long term/strategic policy systems on key policy issues (e.g. the economy, climate, ageing, geopolitics, education, health and wellbeing).

9. To deliver on the APS’s role as defined by the 1999 Public Service Act we require courageous and authentic leadership at the senior executive level. This should be enshrined and measured through the achievement of its vision, putting public service values into practice, meeting its accountabilities and delivering positive outcomes for communities.

Our recommendations focus on building trusting working relationships between the APS and ministers’ offices, other jurisdictions of government, the media system and the Australian citizenry. In addition, an emphasis is placed on inclusive policy-making for the long term and
building institutional capacity to adapt to longer term challenges beyond the short term electoral cycle. This will require reaffirmation of some of the key features of the Westminster model of parliamentary government; in particular, the independent nature of the APS and its ability to recruit its leadership free of political interference, discharge its stewardship role and meet the terms of the 1999 Public Service Act.

It will also require celebration of what is authentically Australian about our Westminster system and the central role of an independent APS in both maintaining and enabling public sector institutions and services to flourish.
"Great to work with people who want to do interesting things to make APS better."

"It was interesting to see how the ideas came together."

"It was a privilege to be asked to participate."

"I started with some trepidation but I have really enjoyed it."

"I thought it was really interesting that we got different views from different backgrounds but in the end came to agreement."

"The room had a range of diverse views and everyone treated each other with respect and allowed people to say what they wanted to say."

"We were able to get into the nitty gritty in a way that we can’t in other forums."

"Everyone was really honest today."

"The Australian Public Service is in good hands."

"It was nice to work on something that is important and feeling like my little voice can make a difference."

"It has been great to meet a whole raft of people from across the public service."

"So many issues we face cross portfolios and trust is one of them."

"I really enjoyed being part of the process. We all have really different experiences but have ended up with an agreed set of themes."

"A lot has changed since I was in the public service but the passion is still there and it is a delight."

"Having the ex-public servants was valuable, learning from their experiences."

"Organisation and facilitation were really good, as was the choice of venue; my favourite culture venue in Canberra."

"It has been great to meet so many different people who are working on these issues that I never knew."

"The format was really interesting and enabled people from diverse perspectives to develop quality recommendations that they own."

"You don’t know at the start of these discussions how they will go. I have been humbled. Everyone was generous which was a quality of the public service."

"I’m looking forward to hearing the outcome of what has been an extraordinary conversation."

"It is great to have a really good outcome. We have a high-quality contribution here."

"It is incredible to see how people take to the format and give it so much energy and commitment."

"This method makes people feel committed and want to engage in it."

"We achieved shared outcomes because of shared values which makes me very optimistic for the public service."
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1. PREAMBLE

The 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer reports ‘a world of seemingly stagnant trust’ with 80 per cent of the world’s democracies being distrusted by the majority of their citizens. Across Australia public trust in our democracy is also in decline. Democracy 2025’s recent research, *Trust and Democracy in Australia* (Stoker, Evans and Halupka, 2018), shows that satisfaction in democracy has more than halved in a decade. Australia’s leading institutions including government, business, NGOs and media are among the least-trusted in the world at a time when the Australian economy has experienced twenty-five years of economic growth. The level of democratic satisfaction (41 per cent) and trust in politicians and government ministers (21 per cent), political parties (19 per cent) and federal government (31 per cent)\(^2\) is at an all-time low and social trust between Australians has fallen below 50 per cent for the first time to 47 per cent.

---

\(^2\) These findings are also in keeping with the 2018 Australian Values Study (retrieved 25 February 2019 from: [https://www.srcentre.com.au/ausvalues]) and the Electoral Integrity Project (retrieved 23 August 2019 from: [https://www.electoralintegrityproject.com/]).
Above all we appear to live in a more polarised world of “us” and “them”. In between there are increasing numbers of people who are feeling economically insecure, fearful for their jobs in an age of continual restructuring, cost containment and casualisation. The sense of belonging to a successful national project is being questioned.

By 2025 if nothing is done and current trends continue, fewer than 10 per cent of Australians will trust their politicians and political institutions – undermining the capacity for effective and legitimate government. Trust is the glue that binds government to citizen and facilitates collective action for mutual benefit. Without trust our ability to address complex, long-term challenges is severely constrained.

---

2. DEFINING THE CHALLENGE

How we tackle the trust divide depends on how we define the problem and our research demonstrates that the problem is multi-dimensional requiring a broad range of responses (see Stoker and Evans, 2018). The literature can be loosely organised around demand and supply-side theories of trust.¹

Demand-side theories focus on how much individuals trust government and politics and explore their key characteristics. What is it about citizens, such as their educational background, class, location, country or cohort of birth which makes them trusting or not? What drives the prospects for political engagement and what makes citizens feel that their vote counts? Or that their active engagement could deliver value. Are citizens changing their outlook and perspectives which in some way is making them less trusting and willing to participate? In general, the strongest predictors of distrust continue to be attitudinal and are connected to negativity about politics and in Australia particularly politicians, political parties and media.

Supply-side theories of trust start from the premise that public trust must in some way correspond with the trustworthiness of government. The argument here is that it is the supply of government that matters most in orienting the outlooks of citizens (OECD, 2018). It is common to consider whether it is perceptions of the performance of government, or its apparent procedural fairness and quality or whether there is something in the way that the trustworthiness of political institutions is communicated through a negative media system that matters most to trust.

What is clear is that trust is a complex and potentially “wicked” problem with multiple causes that requires a multi-faceted, cross-sectoral response (Stoker and Evans, 2018b). It is also evident given its pivotal role in the supply of government that the APS is uniquely placed and qualified to address certain aspects of the trust divide in partnership with other governance actors.

---

3. OUR PURPOSE – MAKING THE CHANGE

So what can the APS do to help bridge the trust divide? A partnership between Democracy 2025 at the Museum of Australian Democracy, the Australian National University’s Public Policy and Societal Impact Hub, Mosaiclab and the APS was recently established to curate a series of facilitated conversations on what the APS can do to bridge the trust divide.

The first Chatham House deliberation took place between the 13th and 14th February at Old Parliament House. In this first of what we hope will be a series of Chatham House deliberations we focused on the questions – what key elements of democratic trust are broken and what needs to change to create a trusted APS?
4. METHODS

Why are we using deliberative democratic techniques to guide this process? Deliberative democracy is increasingly viewed to be the most effective way of solving complex problems in a contested policy environment featured by low levels of public trust (Dryzek, 2010). Our partnership has significant experience in hosting and organising deliberative events, building on the experience of a number of participatory formats. We have designed several deliberative forums including the award winning 2007 European Citizen’s Consultation (Mark Evans), and, the 2016 citizen assembly process on regional governance in the United Kingdom (Gerry Stoker). In addition, Mosaiclab has collaborated on the design and delivery of a range of citizen juries for the New Democracy Foundation including Local Democracy in Geelong, Yarra Valley Water, and Nuclear Waste Management in South Australia (see: https://www.mosaiclab.com.au/projects/).

A Citizens’ Jury is a group of randomly selected members of a community convened to consider a given topic and provide a response or recommendation to a governing body. In Australia and around the world, juries have increasing become recognised for their capacity to deliver outcomes that are trusted by the broader community.\(^5\)

The key operational features of a jury are:

- **Random Selection** – drawing on the criminal justice system jurors assess evidence, discuss their views and reach a consensus recommendation because random selection generates “people like us”.
- **Time** – is largely dependent on the nature of the task undertaken and the knowledge of the jurors but regardless of whether the jurors are lay-people or experts there should be sufficient time to meaningfully deliberate and find common ground without feeling pushed toward a pre-ordained outcome.
- **Information** – neutrality and accessibility of information is a core principle.
- **Clear remit** – a plain English question, phrased neutrally is essential.
- **Upfront authority** – to get everyday people in the room making a considerable time commitment, they need to know that the recommendations they reach mean something and won’t be consumed within the bureaucracy.
- **Operation** – an 80 per cent supermajority is required for a final decision from the jury. In practice, they rarely need to go to a vote and decisions are frequently unanimous.
- Pre and post surveys are completed by participants to assess the impact of deliberation on preference formation.

In this case, we adopted the operational features of a jury but worked with an expert group of public servants.


The deliberative process

Our deliberation included 21 nominated delegates from every member of the APS Secretaries Board, and, the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office together with four former secretaries and deputy secretaries to provide institutional memory. The serving public servants were drawn from the SES (4) and Executive levels 1 (6) and 2 (7) with one representative from the APS 6 band.

The deliberative process is described in Figure 2. The deliberative format of the conversations ensured that every voice is heard through a combination of professional facilitation, high quality supporting documentation, and focused outcome-driven agenda. The agenda is designed to allow participants to refine their own views and define their highest priorities.

![Figure 2. The deliberation process](image-url)
The proceedings included conversations with experts who acted as witnesses and presented their latest findings and personal insights on addressing different aspects of the trust divide. The topics were chosen due to their salience in the existing literature (Stoker and Evans, 2018). Our expert group included:

- Associate Professor Ann Evans (Australian National University) on social inclusion issues (Economist, 2018; World Bank, 2018)
- Sean Innis (former Special Advisor to the Productivity Commission) on APS-private sector relationships (Evans and Halupka, 2017);
- Former Senator Bob McMullan on APS-political relationships (Boswell, 2018; OECD, 2018);
- Michelle Grattan AO on APS-media relations (European Commission, 2017&2018);
- Lin Hatfield Dodds (Deputy Secretary, Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet) on APS-community relations (Evans, Stoker and Halupka, 2018); and,
- Professor Gerry Stoker (University of Southampton) on the international response to the trust divide (Boswell, 2018; OECD, 2018; Parent et al., 2005; Stoker and Evans, 2018).
5. PRE-DELIBERATION SURVEY FINDINGS

Jury members were surveyed prior to the deliberation process to assess their levels of concern and understanding on the issue of trust. There was a high level of concern regarding the significance that the decline of political trust has on the work of the APS (see Chart 1). There was however less awareness on the role of the APS in contributing to the decline in trust (see Chart 2) and still less appreciation for the role of the APS in improving the trust divide (see Chart 3).

Jurors were also asked two qualitative questions to unpack their understanding of what key elements of political trust are broken and what specific interventions the APS could introduce to bridge the trust divide.

Chart 1. Overall, how significant is the decline of political trust for the work of the APS?
Pre-survey responses: what is broken?

In terms of what elements of political trust are broken, 34 per cent of jurors expressed concerns over public perceptions that governments aren’t focused on the issues that matter to the public, that self-interests or special interest groups drive government action, and that focusing on the short-term costs of election cycles can prevent governments from meeting the needs of the people.

A further 19 per cent of jurors suggested that a lack of accountability and courage to lead through challenges has contributed to the decline of trust, including politicians and institutions failing to act
with integrity in order to serve their own interests. In addition, 19 per cent of jurors also acknowledged that lack of competent delivery of services and programs is a contributing factor.

Finally, jurors suggested that not engaging citizens to harness their experiences and expertise in the design of public policy and services, not ensuring equality in the distribution of public benefits, lack of transparency and sharing of knowledge, and the role of social media in driving adversarial discourse, also contribute to the decline of political trust (see Chart 4).

Chart 4. What key elements of political trust are broken?
Pre-survey responses: what interventions could the APS introduce?

In terms of specific interventions that the APS could introduce to bridge the trust divide, 43 per cent of jurors suggested enhancing citizen engagement through genuine partnerships with citizens and proactive co-design at all stages of decision making.

A further 22 per cent suggested building capability and competence in the public service by ensuring continuous high quality, simple and reliable services with integrity measures for staff and the use of evidence to develop public policy. In addition, 22 per cent suggested increasing transparency by being open about decisions made and the justifications that support them.

Finally, jurors suggested ensuring independent institutions are capable of holding government to account through strengthened systems and acting ethically within a sound understanding of government roles and responsibilities (see Chart 5).

The outcomes of the pre-engagement survey were presented to jurors at the commencement of the deliberation process, providing provocation to test assumptions against the evidence presented by expert witnesses.

Chart 5. What specific interventions can the APS introduce to bridge the trust divide?
6. WHAT’S BROKEN?

When we asked the jury to deliberate on the question – what’s broken? – a range of challenges to the APS being able to deliver on its current and future role within the Westminster model of parliamentary government came to the fore.

These responses (see Table 1) can be organised around three sets of challenges: challenges to the authority of the APS within the Westminster system of government; ‘environmental’ challenges that are outside the direct control of the APS but impact directly on its work; and, ‘institutional’ challenges that capture the impact of organisational structures, resources and roles that can impede the effectiveness of the APS. Building trusting relationships with ministers’ offices, other jurisdictions of government, the media system and the Australian citizenry was considered particularly important to meeting these challenges.

Table 1. Challenges to the Australian Public Service in the Westminster system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Westminster authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The cultural authority of the APS is being challenged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Voice – “our voice is broken as an independent institution”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Government is perceived not to be acting in the public interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• APS is perceived to be prioritising its relationship with government over the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pathology of the short-term is at odds with the long-term requirements of policy development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Government is viewed to be “closed” – lacks transparency, spin and obfuscation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Limited adaptive capacity – unprepared for certain challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Capability challenges (e.g. digitisation and operationalisation of Robodebt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Agenda-setting role of political advisors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of trust between different departments, and levels within departments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 24/7 media cycle, reactive, personality-driven reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Imbalance between the roles and responsibilities of different federal institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increasing public expectations for quick fixes and a digital first approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. JURY RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1: Enhancing policy capability in the APS

**Proposition:**
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is to...

1. Embed cultural practices and working norms that facilitate and enable development of good policy.
2. Adjust the APS operating model to support modern ways of working, and responsiveness to changes in the external environment (e.g. demands for agility, driven (in part) by the 24 hour media cycle)
3. Provide APS employees with the skills and capability to develop evidence based policy recommendations:
   a. Provide development opportunities to build capability of ministers and advisers to better understand the evidence based policy process.
   b. Capability development should include how to identify, respond and/or balance competing national, local, and international issues.
   c. This could be administered through a Continuing Professional Development cycle, to ensure continuing learning and improvement.
4. Authorising Environment that values the deep expertise of the APS and is conscious of where the APS sits within the Westminster context.

**Rationale:**
This idea is important because it would help to rebuild trust that the APS is consistently conscious of a broader national interest, and balances those considerations in serving the government of the day.

Recommendation 2: Putting citizens at the centre of our role in the APS

**Proposition:**
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is to define and answer policy questions that incorporate the views of citizens – rather than just our frameworks and past experience, the latest Productivity Commission or Grattan report etc.

- What do people see as the problem? Have we informed ourselves (the APS) on what citizens believe and how they view the problem?
- How do we find the answer – have we genuinely (i.e. before decisions are made) consulted citizens – including differing views e.g. winners and losers?
- Use new technologies and ways of communication e.g. look at the UK model of youGov and facetime conferencing etc.

**Rationale:**
This idea is important because putting citizens first in our conversations and our thinking reflects our role as stewards of the national interest. In some cases it may not change the outcomes but citizens could have more trust in the process.
Recommendation 3: Genuine community engagement

Proposition:
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is to embed a culture of early, often and open engagement to drive policy development. This would need to be tailored to the policy/program context as well to the specific needs of different community groups.

This would need to incorporate appropriate feedback loops for those engaged and incorporate the need for engagement as part of all APS employees’ learning and development/way of working/standard practice/values.

Rationale:
This idea is important because the APS needs to move away from a ‘tick box’ approach to engaging with citizens. Engagement should be used to inform policy makers/program managers/frontline staff and provide a wide perspective at relevant stages in the policy development and implementation cycle. Achieving genuine community engagement will lead to greater trust of citizens and improve quality of services/improve outcomes/ensure stakeholders are engaged/break down barriers/encourage buy in for longer term reform.

Recommendation 4: Broad engagement beyond government

Proposition:
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is to develop a mechanism (such as a formal engagement policy agreed to by government) to allow an authorising environment where the APS can go out and engage with citizens, media and sectors (not just regular stakeholders), to discuss issues without prejudice and acknowledging that the discussion is with the APS for information purposes and doesn’t necessarily reflect a commitment from the government of the day.

The mechanism would honestly set the boundaries, expectations and constraints for the both the public servants and citizens. It would encourage regular and open engagement between end-users/citizens, and the APS. The aim would be to build relationships as a basis for improving trust.

The APS would require resourcing, support and high-level endorsement from government. It will also require training and tools to facilitate effective engagement, and different ways of engaging.

Rationale:
This idea is important because the APS is risk averse in engaging with citizens to avoid contradicting the government of the day, and resist greater engagement and transparency. This idea would build relationships between citizens/end-users, and the APS as a basis of trust.
Recommendation 5: Experiential learning rotations including outside the APS

Proposition:
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is that public servants should do rotations and work outside their traditional APS journey/career. This might potentially be both mandated and achieved through incentives. It could include:

- Regional experience
- Service delivery experience
- Policy development
- Corporate experience
- Different learnings (i.e. learning about policy, delivery, programmes, inside, and outside, the Minister’s Office).

Other features:

- All SES should have diversity of experience – state, local, and policy, programme, delivery experience, ministerial liaison officer/adviser and academic experience.
- Should include people from outside the APS coming in and spending short term stays in the APS (even if they intend to have a long term career elsewhere).
- Ensure that people rotate into genuine positions – i.e. the individual needs to be meaningfully employed.
- Should cover: co-creation/partnerships/coproduction/collaborative arrangements, and other experiential learning that has different governance structures to that of the APS, not just secondments.
- Models could include four days on secondment per week, with 1 day back at the APS.
- Re-scope or enhance the APS SES ILS to add a nudge incentive for SES officers to complete external development.

Supporting activities to note: include provisions for how to administer the program for SES (et al) officers going on secondment to a private sector location (i.e. go on an unattached list at APSC to allow backfill).

Rationale:
This idea is important because there is a diversity of experience in different sectors. This can bring that diversity of views and ideas to the APS – ensuring we have citizen/client/user experience in the room in the APS. We need people who don’t just think like Canberrans and it is cheaper than decentralising and sending public servants around the country.

A common characteristic of high performing SES band 3s is their diversity of experience. SES who have a narrower breadth of scope in terms of agencies worked in/experience during their career appear lower in rankings. This will build better relationships with the community, too. Both improved knowledge and better relationships will improve the quality of APS work and trust in it. But also to disrupt the APS way of working.
Recommendation 6: Information disclosure

Proposition:
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is to

1. explore the potential for information, documents and materials to be made available to all.
   Consider:
   a. appropriate architecture framework to enable easy access and searchability of information – be transparent.
   b. Staff training on appropriate classification structures would need to occur as a mitigation activity to overclassify documentation.
   c. A parcel of work will be required to build citizen capability around how government makes decisions; this could include why certain projects are cancelled.
      i. Tied to evidence based research; i.e. government has tried XYZ activities, and Z is the best so has progressed.
      ii. Being clear about the rationale for decisions.
   b. the Privacy Act, and sanitise the personal and identifiable data of the citizenry.

Rationale:
This idea is important because providing open access to unclassified material could promote trust through information sharing, and enhance the independence of the APS, which in-turn has a positive influence on the citizen-APS trust dynamic. It will also enable individuals (the citizenry and the APS) to inform themselves of government operations and activities. Moreover, it could promote rigour in the APS around how and why decisions are made. However, further exploration of this proposal is required to fully understand potential unintended consequences of action.

Recommendation 7: Improving the relationship between ministers, advisers, and the APS

Proposition:
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is to improve the relationship between ministers, advisers, and the APS by:

- Facilitating induction and ongoing training for ministers and advisers to understand and appreciate their respective roles, and how the APS and the Executive Branch can work together more effectively.
  - Should be delivered by a trusted third party.
  - This could include training on new and emerging policy trends, ways of conducting citizen engagement, or other significant issues.
- Strengthen the APS role to facilitate input and advice from a range of sources, including subject matter experts, community groups, and other interested parties.
- Encourage and support senior departmental officers to be appointed to adviser positions in Ministerial offices.
Recommendation 7: Improving the relationship between ministers, advisers, and the APS

Rationale:
This idea is important because a significant factor in the trust deficit is the difficulty in relationships between ministers, advisers and the APS. This recommendation seeks to clarify roles and responsibilities through a degree of formal training, backed up by practical working arrangements.

Public perceptions about government rarely distinguish between the role of politicians and public servants. It is crucial to develop more effective and respectful relationships to build trust in the system as a whole.

The APS needs to move from a model of public servants being subject matter experts on everything, to experts in identifying, capturing and amplifying the voices of Australians and providing overarching advice on the basis of a sense of the national interest.

Recommendation 8: Long term planning and the promotion of blue sky thinking

Proposition:
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS would be a Secretary’s Board initiative to foster long term/strategic thinking on policy issues, the establishment of a partnerships forum with partner agencies focussing on issues five to ten years ahead. This could include:

A Secretary’s Policy Series – a series of presentations, facilitated either by academia, civil society or confined to the Secretary’s Board that features Secretary level presentations on the long-term issues facing their portfolio, and potential policy solutions.

Use of GovTeams to upload strategic policy documents in a ‘library’ for sharing with other agencies.

Require evidence of stakeholder consultation/partnerships with academics, NGOs, other Departments, stakeholders and citizens for policy papers or presentations mentioned above.

Big and bold transformation vs prototyping – choose the right path and connect it to reality.

Need leadership from above, ideally authorisation with reporting directly to the accountable authority, to keep it on track (Secretary’s Board).

Resourcing the initiative properly is crucial – appropriately senior people need to be tasked with running it.

Rationale:
This idea is important because many of the wicked problems facing Government are not something that the public service can solve quickly or on its own. Widespread engagement across multiple sectors will help build relationships and trust.

Establishing strategic policy direction will help to facilitate long term policy planning. It is a very big commitment to resource, and long term thinking can get crowded out by other urgent priorities.

Having a good policy process like this – really going through the policy cycle comprehensively – is now something that is done more by the Productivity Commission than departments and agencies. By mainstreaming this throughout the APS, we will get the quality of outcome and integrity of process that builds trust.
Recommendation 9: Courageous and authentic leadership

Proposition:
One idea that would fix what is broken and build greater trust in the APS is to exercise leadership which models courage, boldness and bravery to take on the critical issues in society beyond the short-term political cycle:

- It must be encouraged and promoted as part of the mainstream culture of the APS at all levels.
- Taking risks and experimenting through engagement is a fundamental part of courageous leadership for tackling wicked and contentious problems and builds trust through demonstrating willingness, commitment and capability.
- Creating more opportunities for diversity amongst SES.
- Developing a system that independently appoints Secretaries.

Rationale:
This idea is important because a constantly changing environment which is characterised by competing and polarised values between and within communities requires courageous leadership to promote work on long-term issues in the national interest. Without this leadership, trust will continue to decline as the APS is perceived as pursuing short-term political interests. This idea is important because it will defend the apolitical nature of the APS and encourage alignment with APS values. It promotes doing what’s best for the Australian community.
8. POST-DELIBERATION SURVEY FINDINGS

A post deliberation survey was undertaken to assess the quality of the deliberation process against four core domains identified through a systematic review of the variables needed to produce positive outcomes in citizen engagement processes. The four domains assessed through the post deliberation survey are discussed below.

**Autonomy and equality of participants**

Effective deliberation processes ensure all participants are able to contribute equally and with the freedom to form and transform their viewpoints based on the information presented. There are two measures that are considered in this domain, the extent to which jurors felt their viewpoints changed as a result of the deliberation process; and the extent to which jurors felt listened to, respected and able to contribute equally to the discussions.

In terms of autonomy, 92 per cent of jurors reported that their viewpoints had changed somewhat as a result of their participation, with a further 8 per cent reporting that their viewpoints had changed significantly. These results suggest that jurors had the freedom to form and transform their own viewpoints throughout the deliberations.

In terms of equality, 92 per cent of jurors reported feeling listened to, respected and able to contribute equally at all times, while a further eight per cent reported feeling listened to, respected and able to contribute some times during the deliberations. No jurors reported not feeling listened to, respected or able to contribute equally, suggesting that a high level of equality was achieved during the deliberations.

The most commonly cited factors that influenced these outcomes were the involvement of diverse perspectives (including experts, academics and public servants), the respectful nature of the participants, and the quality of process design which enabled a mix of large and small group discussions.

**Quality of process design and facilitation**

Effective deliberation processes depend on the quality of the process design and facilitation. This domain measures participant satisfaction in the quality of the deliberation process and facilitation. In this domain, 85 per cent of jurors were very satisfied with the quality of the process and facilitation with a further 15 per cent of jurors satisfied with some aspects of the deliberation process and facilitation. No jurors were not satisfied at all.

The structure and deliberation activities were cited most often as influencing this outcome, followed by the expertise of the facilitators and the level of engagement offered by other jury members. In terms of factors that impacted negatively on the experience of participants, the main factor was the limited time available to allow for more in-depth exploration and discussions.
Legitimacy of the process to influence outcomes

Despite the high levels of achievement in regards to the autonomy and equality of participants, and the quality of process design and facilitation, only 31 per cent of jurors trusted in the legitimacy of the process to influence outcomes with 69 per cent unsure whether the process would influence outcomes or not.

Jurors largely felt that the process itself was legitimate with good intentions however questioned the level of commitment that would be made to progressing their recommendations. Jurors noted the complexities of decision making and the political environment as factors that may impact on the level of influence this process would have.

Participant agreement on the recommended solutions

The aim of any deliberation process is to produce a set of recommendations that participants can commonly accept. This does not require full consensus however there should be no significant objections. This domain therefore asks jurors about the level of agreement they have on the final recommendations.

Only 15 per cent of jurors said they fully agreed with the recommendations developed through the deliberation process with 85 per cent agreeing with some of the recommendations. No jurors stated that they didn’t agree with the recommendations at all. Common factors influencing this outcome were the desire for more time to further refine the recommendations and to ensure they are all realistic and relevant. Those jurors that fully supported the recommendations noted that they trusted in the expertise of their fellow jurors and that they felt the recommendations were highly relevant to addressing the trust divide.

Achievement scores for each of the measures discussed above are represented in Chart 6 below, noting a maximum score of 1.
9. FUTURE DELIBERATIONS

Our recommendations point to the need to rebuild four dysfunctional relationships in the Westminster system.

The first is the relationship between the APS and ministers’ offices and Parliament more broadly. How can politicians and the public service work better together to build trust with the citizenry? How can the APS ensure its independence and enable inclusive policy-making for the long term and build institutional capacity to adapt to longer term challenges beyond the short term electoral cycle (see Stoker and Evans, 2016). Recommendations 1, 7, 8 and 9 seek to address these questions.

The second is the relationship between the public service and citizens. How do we ensure that the public service places the citizen and community at the centre of policy development and service delivery? Recommendations 2, 3, and 6 seek to address these questions.

The third is the relationship between the media and politicians. How can we hold the media to greater account for undermining public trust but ensure that they are able to continue to hold government to account? Recommendations 4 and 9 seek to address these questions.

The fourth is the relationship between different levels of government, the private sector and the community sector. How can we ensure that Australia builds an authentic system of collaborative governance based upon parity of esteem, recognition of the rights and responsibilities of all tiers of government and the business and community sectors and promote whole of government public service values. Recommendations 5, 6 and 9 seek to address these questions.

These would usefully be the subjects of future deliberations to establish collaboration across the trust divide and promote joint actions in the public interest.
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